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The Glashtte on Board exhibit looks  at the city's  ties  to sea travel

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Swatch Group's Glashtte Original is looking back on 130 years of watchmaking through a marine-themed exhibit at
the Glashtte German Watch Museum.

"Glashtte on Board 130 Years of Marine Chronometers from Saxony," opening June 17, focuses on innovation in
timepieces that allowed sailors to more easily and more precisely chart their course, distance and speed. This
exhibit traces the connection between the house's hometown and the Germany Navy, allowing Glashtte to celebrate
its heritage through a specific lens.

Sailing through time
The exhibit, hosted at the museum co-founded by the Glashtte Original manufacture and the city of Glashtte, looks at
the technical advances made by watchmakers including Fridolin and Paul Stbner, Gustav Gerstenberger and Herbert
Weydig.

Before the invention of marine chronometers by John Harrison, navigation at sea relied upon the stars, with a chip
log and baseline charted to measure distance and speed. With these new watches, sailors could more precisely
measure longitude, an opportunity that came around the time the German Empire was established in 1871, creating
more of a means for trade.

Not wanting to rely solely on English timepieces, the German government supported the production and
development of marine chronometers within Saxony. Glashtte submitted the first chronometers to the German Navy
for testing in 1886.

In the following 130 years, Glashtte has remained a key location for marine chronometer production, even with the
advent of GPS technology.
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Glashtte on Board exhibit

Following the first chronometers for the navy, Hamburg and Glashtte established a longstanding connection.

In 1875, the German Naval Observatory Hamburg was created as a center for chronometer testing, and the capital
provided support for production of the watches in both cities from the 1930s. The astronomical observatory in
Glashtte was also turned into a research center.

After Germany was reunited, this institute and tie between Glashtte were reinvigorated by Wempe Glashtte i/SA, and
today the center holds manufacturing facilities and a testing area.

Glashtte's exhibit tells the story through photographs, documents, exhibits and multimedia, taking visitors through the
making of a chronometer as well as the practical uses of one of these timepieces at sea.

The exhibit will be up until Nov. 20.

For watchmakers, marine ties are a way to showcase their precision and innovation.

Richemont's Officine Panerai reflected on its past and gave a glimpse at its  future in an exhibit at Museo Marino
Marini in Florence.

"Panerai Dive Into Time" ran from May 18-21, with 10,800 square meters of exhibit space showing never before
shown archival pieces, as well as a first look at the newest models from the brand. While it is  important for heritage
brands to look back on their history, museum exhibits can also provide a space to reaffirm their relevancy today and
tomorrow (see story).
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